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QUESTION: 102
TIBCO Rendezvous has been installed on two computers on the network. Which two
TIBCO Rendezvous tools are already available to check connectivity between the two
machines? (Choose two.)

A. tibrvlisten/tibrvsend
B. rvperf
C. rvtest
D. rvcache
E. iniftst

Answer: A,B

QUESTION: 103
Which three statements are true about service group usage? (Choose three.)

A. Inbound broadcast messages on the transport service can arrive from any network,
regardless of the transport network parameter.
B. Once a network binds a service defined by service parameter, outbound broadcast
messages can only travel within the network defined bythe transport's network parameter.
C. Point-to-point messages on the transport service travel on the appropriate network (as
determined by the operating system) regardless of the transport network parameter.
D. The program A, on the computer named TAHOE, has a transport that communicates on
the service 7400 over the network NET1. It is legal forany program to subsequently create a
transport (connecting to the same daemon process on TAHOE) to communicate on 7400
over any other network, such as NET2.

Answer: A,B,C

QUESTION: 104
What are two methods of entering the routing configuration of a TIBCO Rendezvous
routing daemon (rvrd)? (Choose two.)
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A. paste an XML configuration through the HTTP interface
B. edit the store file using a text editor
C. use command line arguments
D. use the HTTP interface

Answer: A,D

QUESTION: 105
TIBCO Rendezvous Batch Mode is used when the program needs to send _____.

A. large messages, with several of fields on each
B. small/large messages with OPAQUE fields
C. many very small messages
D. large messages, with a single (or very few) huge field

Answer: C

QUESTION: 106
Which three statements are true about Direct Communication? (Choose three.)

A. If a transport object on host computer foo binds a service for Direct Communication, no
other transport object on foo can bind that service for regular communication.
B. Any number of transport objects on host computer foo, in any number of processes, can
specify the same service for Direct Communication.
C. The two parts of any service parameter may specify two different port numbers.
D. On host computer foo, no two transport objects (whether in the same process or different
processes) can bind the same service for Direct Communication.

Answer: A,C,D

QUESTION: 107
Which two methods suppress Daemon Auto-Start? (Choose two.)
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A. specify the network parameter withlocalhost parameter as if it were a remote daemon;
use either the local computer's loopback address, 127.0.0.1, or the local host name
B. specify the local daemon with a two-part parameter as if it were a remote daemon; for the
first part supply either the local computer's loopback address, 127.0.0.1, or the local host
name
C. specify the local daemon with a two-part parameter; use -no-auto for the first part
D. remove/rename RVD from all the directories included in path environment variable

Answer: B,D

QUESTION: 108
The INBOX generated in a TIBCO Rendezvous request application is included _____.

A. in the message not visible to any subscribing applications and the replying application
sends the reply with a simplesend() call to the request application
B. at the packet level, and the replying application extracts the reply subject and uses it as
the subject of the return message
C. in the data payload of the message and the replying application sends the reply with a
simplesend() call to the request application
D. as the reply subject in the message and the replying application extracts the reply subject
and uses it as the subject of the return message

Answer: D

QUESTION: 109
A message structure is to contain 127 different fields. Performance is a key point so that
processing the fields must be done as quickly as possible. Which is the preferred method to
accomplish this?

A. using Field Identifiers
B. using Field Names numbered from "1" to "127"
C. using Field Names with the shortest length possible
D. using Field Names

Answer: A

QUESTION: 110
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Which three statements are true about TIBCO Rendezvous Virtual Circuits? (Choose three.)

A. All inbound messages come only from the opposite terminal.
B. TIBCO Rendezvous Direct Communication may be used for Virtual Circuits.
C. The VC.READY Advisory Message is presented on all terminals when the
communication is established.
D. Terminals receive explicit feedback if the connection is interrupted. Programs will need
to re- establish the connection by themselves.
E. Terminals receive explicit feedback if the connection is interrupted. Underlying libraries
will try to reconnect with the opposites again.

Answer: A,B,D
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